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[ As in the Word of God, genre change, at times, is helpful. ]
It was a dark room – a heavy setting in that the weight of

evil

was actually felt.

The eclectic group met with anticipation as to next-step planning. A dark one, with
commanding authority, spoke …
“Our cultural test has proved most insightful.”
“It’s almost time.”
“Israel and the church have abandoned their authority and have sufficiently yielded to
the authority voices we have in place. While the harlot’s acquiescence is sickening to
their Lord, it so powerfully feeds our strength. Secular science, through medical appeal,
trumps the whispers of the few churches who remain faithful. The rest serve us in
support of our glorious plans to unite the world through peace and safety. But first,
the cleansing.”
At this the company erupted in praiseful cheer. And yet, the speaker was not finished.
After quieting the mob, he went on …
“It’s time for our other voices in place to speak louder, calling for the spirit of our vision
to move forward. May his kingdom come. Through the other popular spiritual channels,
through the secular anti-God community, through the governing powers in place, it’s
time to rally in support of our commander and chief.”
The speaker of the house that chilling evening would have continued his passionate
message but a temporary interruption broke the spell.
Someone opened a door, the opening thereof allowed direct sunlight to penetrate the
blackness which overwhelmed the captive guests.
Some of the diverse community members shrieked and actually disappeared. Others
of the human kind panicked as if their leader’s orders of governance were suddenly
over-ruled. While the seconds between the opening of the door and its closing seemed
like hours, those seconds were sufficient to delay the opening of the next chapter.
After years of follow-up actions tied to the assessment of the chapter of compliance,
further action steps were underway, ones which eventually did see the following pages
of the human-project manuscript unfold. Yes, the next chapter – the cleansing – did
indeed open … just as the Word outlines.
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